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VICTORY IN CONNECTICUT!
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7.6% of the state, indeed 7.5% of New London County. As ominous are home ownership
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Many of these organizations eventually
signed on and endorsed LVT, both as an idea
and a tool for Connecticut cities. Some of
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and provide a fairer tax system.
The 2009 endorsers included: AFSCME Council 4 (membership of 35,000), Connecticut Conference
of Municipalities, Connecticut Sierra Club, Farmington River Watershed Association, Hartford Preservation Alliance, Home Builders Assn of Connecticut, New London Landmarks, New London Main
Governor Rell

Street, New London Economic Development Commission, Rivers Alliance, New London City Council,
Southeastern Connecticut Sierra Club, and city delegations from: New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport and New London.
The 2009 Legislative session saw three bills introduced: SB376, SB379, and SB392.

“The City Council of
New London
unanimously
approved on
October 9, 2008 a
resolution requesting
your support for
enabling legislation
which would allow all
cities and towns the
use, at their
discretion, of a Land
Value Tax process.”
Mayor Kevin J.
Cavanagh,
November 3, 2008
letter to CT
Legislators

LVT advocates pushed hard for a more inclusive bill that would include all major towns and cities
in Connecticut. These were the type of bills that had made it into the Senate in years’
past. Testimony was heard on February 18, 2009, with support from a wide spectrum of allies,
and the New London members of the LVT Working Group led by Art Costa. There were LVT advocates as well; among them Connecticut residents and Robert Schalkenbach Foundation President
Gil Herman and Trustee Wyn Achenbaum. Former Henry George School Director, Cathy Orloff
came from Providence, and Schalkenbach/CSE Board member Bill Batt sent testimony from Albany, NY. CSE and HGFA Executive Director Joshua Vincent provided expert testimony as well.
See http://cga.ct.gov/asp/menu/CommDocTmyBillAllComm.asp?bill=SB-00379&doc_year=2009
Testimony was generally well received. Only one member of the Planning Committee sought to
challenge both in the testimony and the concept. It is your writers’ view that as he represented a
wealthy-off, vaguely rural area. It appears that his property perches on a hill overlooking the city
of New Haven, and his concern was for his own private situation. After the legislative bargaining
was done, it was the Pilot Program alone that has survived for the moment. Options for other cities
to adopt similar measures will await their appeals, likely next year. Yet, New London has a good
victory, and has raised the issue of LVT in Connecticut to high visibility. This at the very time when
the economy, property taxes, and the injustice of tax burdens is hitting the richest state in the country. Already a June presentation at the Connecticut Assessors' "Summer School" at UConn brought
some pleasingly strong interest in getting the local option for their cities.
LVT might be an idea that can't be stopped.

Golden Street
New London, CT

What will happen? We anticipate the Secretary of State's approval of the Pilot design. Several
LVT options are open - rate changing, assessment exemptions on all buildings, a combination of
the two, or perhaps a more ambitious plan to replace income tax receipts by an annual remit of
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land values. Some in council will want to apply it only to the Central Business District.
Right now, New London and other “poor” Connecticut cities are sitting on a pile of socially created
economic rent that is passing through to absentee landlords and corporate welfare overlords. Social and economic indicators show the city is continuing to decline as homes and neighborhoods crumble, while privilege, monopoly and wealth are given away to entities like Pfizer Corp.

New London, CT

This LVT victory is a small step in education and implementation to help these cities realize that the
rules of the game can change to the benefit of all.
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CSE's working relationship with the Scottish Green Party to help implement land value taxation
(LVT) at the local level is bearing fruit.
Facing paralysis from the Scottish government at Holyrood, the Glasgow Council has made the
courageous decision to move forward with a sensible launch of LVT.
Why should Glasgow be the nexus of such a move? Because it has always been a city of great
wealth and staggering poverty. In the late 1800 and early 1900, Glasgow was a hotbed of LVT
activity. Visiting the British Isles a century ago, the American economist and reformer Henry
George made one of his greatest calls to action against poverty in Glasgow in 1884:
Let Glasgow Flourish, he proclaimed:
Here you have a great and rich city, and here you have poverty and destitution that would

"Here you have a
great rich city, and
here you have poverty
and destitution that
would appall a
heathen. Right on
these streets of yours
the very stranger can
see sights that he
could not see any
tribe of savages in
anything like normal
conditions.”
Henry George, Economist
and Reformer 1884

appall a heathen. Right on these streets of yours the very stranger can see sights that he
could not see in any tribe of savages in anything like normal conditions.
Winston Churchill looked to the same solution, as noted in his 1906 speech in Glasgow:
“No view of society can possibly be complete he declared, 'which does not comprise within its scope
both collective organization and individual incentive. The whole tendency of civilization is, however,
toward the multiplication of the collective functions of society. The ever-growing complications of
civilization create for us new services that have to be undertaken by the State, and create for us an
expansion of the existing services. There is a growing feeling, which I entirely share, against allowing
those services which are in the nature of monopolies to pass into private hands… which I am convinced will become effective in the present Parliament, to intercept all future unearned increment
which may arise from the increase in the speculative value of the land.”
Glasgow, Scotland
Source: http://news.scotsman.com/politics/Scotland39s-biggest-city-backs-plan.5404468.jp#4165682
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A recently released study of “Value Capture” by the Center for Transportation Study (CTS) at the University of Minnesota, under
contract to the Minnesota State Legislature, acknowledges that application of a land value tax (LVT) is a valid way to fund transport both with respect to its administration and economic efficiency. The Report is an extensive and well-documented review of how
transportation infrastructure can be funded through recapture of the rents created by the presence of those services. In fact one of
the authors relied upon CSE Board member Bill Batt during parts of the study's preparation.
Although impartial and comprehensive, the report was unfortunately confused about one critical point: whether the revenue stream's
incidence would be progressive or regressive. It relied on an old and fundamentally flawed Pennsylvania Economy League (PEL)
study of Pittsburgh LVT in 1985 (Weir and Peters, 1986) report. Subsequent studies done by Pittsburgh City Council staff, as well
as CSE Trustees Dr. Herbert Barry and Daniel Sullivan have shown that their conclusions in this regard were wrong, and may be
responsible for those arrived at by the CTS. The earlier study assigned blighted, absentee-owned, residential properties to a “low
income” category when they were in fact part of the business model of prosperous operators in the real estate and banking sectors.
When owner-occupiers were identified as a subset of study, the benefit of LVT was clear, thereby clearing the way for an enlightened tax policy.
What this error shows is that it is easy to be lead astray in tax incidence studies. One needs first of all to assure that intra-municipal
assessments are sound, and only then can further analysis be performed. Impact studies performed by CSE after strict scrutiny of
such factors have confirmed the progressive nature of LVT many times, and the general conclusions can be accepted with confidence. To illustrate: in 2008, an initial shift to LVT in the impoverished neighborhood of Tioga in Philadelphia tells us that 62% of
parcels would save and 38% would pay; when we filter for owner-occupiers that number of savers climbs to 70.6%. When we filter again for residential parcels only, that number climbs further to 76%. Other studies show similar patterns.
The failure of neighborhoods or of huge government investments can frequently be laid at the feet of the absentee ownership patterns, and checking for such factors is crucial for any complete picture of LVT.
Should we applaud the CTS for its work? Yes. Yet, we need to remind this team and future researchers that any smart growth programs will always be hindered without identifying factors such as who has title to the land to be improved. Adding that factor to
previous LVT studies or to this current study would lead the researchers to a sounder conclusion.
To download the study, go to http://intern2-cts.software.umn.edu/Research/Featured/ValueCapture/index.html

